Introduction
Hyperthermia (HT) is defined as the phenomenon of natural or artificial increase in temperature of whole body or its specific parts such as tissues or organs [1] . A natural HT results from the impairment of the body's thermoregulatory system, which leads to defect the heat dissipation mechanism and, as a result, to heat accumulation in dysfunctional tissue. An artificial HT involves increasing the temperature in the target area to values 40-45°C [2] or even higher (socalled thermal ablation) [3] , under the influence of external heat sources (eg. hot water or wax baths) or different EMF applicators including various-type solenoids, coils, antennas or their multi-element arrays [1, 2] . The main task of artificial HT is thermal damage of malignant cells that are more sensitive to high temperature than normal cells. The main reason for this is the fact that the cancer tissue is highly vascularized but the tumor vessels are unable to growth their cross-sections during heating and remove excess heat as in the case of healthy tissues. Therefore, the tumor heats up much faster than the surrounding tissues with the same power of RF or MV applicators [1] .
The challenge of modern hyperthermia is to design such HT systems that selectively heat only cancerous tissue, keeping intact healthy tissues [4] . Developing research connected with the EM energy usage results in the emergence of novel radiating elements [5] that allow for constant and controlled EMF exposure conditions [6, 8] . Importantly, the use of high frequencies limits the area of tissue penetration [1] . Simultaneously, the combination of several probes in the antenna matrix allows to increase the EM energy accumulation in the target volume [9] . By utilizing several EMF sources with the appropriate power, amplitude and phase control of the power supply signals, the required heat focusing within the deep-seated tumors can be achieved [10, 11] . For better targeting the EM energy on treated tissue the hybrid wideband multichannel HT systems [12] may be used. Furthermore, the multi-frequency field focusing devices can be applied to limit the so-called hot spots [13] . To prevent superficial tissues overheating, the appropriate frequency and number of applicators can be employed [12] . According to bioheat equation, the requested temperature levels of given tissue are connected with corresponding specific absorption rate (SAR) values [14] . Very often, for locoregional tissue heating the single dipole antenna [6] , their arrays [15] , as well as more complex antenna matrixes [9, 11, 13, 16] are successfully utilized.
The current work presents the concept of optimizing the 16-dipole-antenna array by means of powers and phases of individual dipoles occurring in the antenna matrix based on the SAR maximization in the target volume. This article is an extension of the previous publication [2] .
Model Description
In current work, the authors have investigated a multiantenna array including 16 dipole applicators surrounding the tested object, as depicted in Fig. 1 . Each dipole contained two arms of equal sizes (with length L d /2 = 50 mm and radius r d = 1 mm) and port placed between them, which is mimicking a sinusoidal voltage source with an internal resistance of 50 Ω. Such a system, with evenly spaced elements, forms the circle of radius R a = 50 mm centred in the origin of coordinate system S 1 (0,0,0). The analysed object includes two spheres with radii of R = 46 mm and r = 5 mm, respectively. What is important, the inner sphere is shifted relative to the outer one and its centre is set at the point S 2 (25,5,0) mm. 
Basic Equations
The outlined electro-thermal problem was numerically solved using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method originally developed by K.S. Yee in 1966 [17] . This numerical approach is based on solving the Maxwell's equations in differential form, expressed as [2] :
where ε r and μ r accordingly mean the relative permittivity and permeability of a medium. Moreover, ε 0 = 8.85·10 -12 F/m and μ 0 = 4π·10 -7 H/m stand for the electric and magnetic constants, respectively. In addition, σ [S/m] and σ H [Ω/m] are conductivities that represent the electrical and magnetic losses occurring for proposed allocation of electric and magnetic fields. In the FDTD method, individual components of electric and magnetic field vectors (E and H) are positioned in Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z) on the shifted Cubic grids and discretized by means approximation of the second order, which leads to the formulation of Maxwell's equations in scalar form with finite differences [18] :
where F n represents the components of E and H vectors in discrete time t = n⋅Δt. Moreover, i, j, k stand for the spatial indexes, and n is a temporal index. Δt denotes a time step,
] express the error terms, and Δx, Δy, Δz are space increments along the axes.
In the field of electromagnetic dosimetry, the parameter, which determines an energy amount absorbed by biological systems and thus suitable thermal effect inside them, is the so-called specific absorption rate (SAR) [19] . It is used to estimate hazards coming from various RF and MV devices .
At given point of the body r = (x, y, z), the local SAR value is calculated as proportion between the dissipated EM power and the density of the object, as defined below [20] : for the magnitude of electric field intensity induced at given location. What is more important, the SAR parameter can be averaged over given mass or volume of the object [21] , and its value is reflected in the body temperature rise T.
The heat transfer within biological systems may be well evaluated with the Pennes bioheat equation [14, 22] : by the analysed 16-dipole antenna array. The heat flow with the surrounding environment is described using the convection phenomenon with the Robin boundary condition [2] :
stands for the heat transfer coefficient that is specified for the external surface of the body, T ext is the ambient temperature of the air surrounding the object, and n is the unit vector perpendicular to given body surface.
Problem Optimization
For efficient HT treatment planning the main purpose should be to seek optimal phases and amplitudes of each dipole antenna within circular array for localized tumor heating [4, 11] . The aim of presented optimization problem was to specify powers P i and phases φ i of individual excitations e i (t) = A m cos(2πft + φ i ) [V] for each dipole antenna included in the matrix to minimize the value of SAR coefficient inside the outer sphere and at the same time to maximize it in the inner sphere. This can be successfully achieved by applying the objective function [2, 9, 23]:
or in the opposite form containing the frequency bandwidth of interest [12] . In current case a volume marked by term target represents the small sphere and term all targets was equivalent for both spheres. Importantly, in equation (8), the SAR coefficient is averaged over defined volumes of respectively the inner-and outer-sphere. Moreover, the total power of the 16-dipole antenna array was limited to 8 W to stabilize temperature in the target volume (small sphere) at 42°C. It was also assumed that phases of dipole voltage sources φ i fluctuates in the range from 0° to 360°. In addition, all weigh factors in the system of dipole antennas were assumed as one. A various techniques of SAR optimization are reported in topic literature, including, among others, the optimal constrained power focusing [13] , the time reversal method for power absorption focusing [11] , E-field focusing [16] , and many similar ones [10] .
Simulation Results
In the case of phased-array antenna systems the power dissipated in the body depends both on powers/amplitudes as well as phases of each antenna array sources. The assumptions made in the current simulation were as followseach element of the 16-dipole antenna matrix was characterized in values: P i = 1 W, A m = 1 V, and φ i = 0. What is important, the individual applicators worked at operating frequency equal to f = 1 GHz. Furthermore, for mimicking the electro-thermal properties of human tissues for HT purpose, the outer sphere was linked with breast fat parameters, and the inner one -with muscle parameters. Table 1 compares the dielectric properties of human breast fat and muscle tissues to clearly show their strong dependence on exciting frequency [24] . In addition, other physical parameters fitted for the Pennes bioheat equation are gathered together in Table 2 . In the FDTD method implementation it was assumed that relative permeability and magnetic (Fig. 2a) and after (Fig. 2b) employed optimization procedure. Charts in Fig. 3 show the optimized SAR distributions along the individual axes of the rectangular coordinate system (x, y, z), referred to the small sphere centre. Similar distributions in the case of temperature are depicted in Fig. 4 . Such curves seem to be symmetrical with respect to the centre of the inner sphere. The highest SAR and temperature levels were observed at the interface of two spherical objects, mainly for distributions along the antennas direction. The optimal results including powers of each matrix element and phases of dipole antennas excitations are listed in Table III . Importantly, the sum of all antennas powers is equal to 8 W, as assumed in current simulation. Fig. 5 illustrates a heat accumulation in a small sphere that is directly due to the increased SAR value in this area, according to the Pennes equation (6) . Moreover, the temperature in the target region does not exceed therapeutic level 42°C after an exposure time 30 min, which creates good conditions for localized HT treatment. 
Summary
The paper concerns the optimization procedure of multidipole antenna array surrounding the target object with regard to powers and phases of each matrix element. The main aim was to maximize the SAR concentration in region of interest, and to minimize in neighboring volume at the same time. Before the proposed optimization procedure, all dipole antennas were operated with the equal powers and zero phases, and the highest values of SAR coefficient were concentrated at the centre of outer sphere with low impact on the small one. The described algorithm allowed to estimate the optimal parameters of antennas for which a significant increase of SAR value inside the inner sphere appears. Simultaneously, it causes the temperature growth in target object to the therapeutic level, as clearly shown in performed simulation. Unfortunately, the external areas in direct proximity to the antennas were also heated, which is manifested by 'hot spots' occurrence, that are unavoidable without external body cooling. The considered optimization issue may be essential in localized tumor heat therapy. 
